To Kill a Mockingbird Questions Set 3

Answer the following questions about TKM, Chapters 9 through 11. Be sure you can give a page number for each answer.

1. With who does Scout fight to defend Atticus's character?
2. With who do Atticus, Jem and Scout spend Christmas?
3. Scout overhears two people talking at the end of chapter nine. Who are they?
4. During the conversation Scout overhears, one of the speakers says he hopes Jem and Scout will not catch the usual disease catch by people in Maycomb. What is that disease?
5. Who tells Jem and Scout it is a sin to kill a mockingbird?
6. Who explains why it is a sin to kill a mockingbird? What is the explanation?
7. Who is Tim Johnson and what happens to him?
8. Why do you think Harper Lee included the sub-story about Tim Johnson in the novel?
9. CSA stands for Confederate States of America. Which neighbor owns something with CSA engraved on it? What is it? The fact that this person owns this thing tells you want about that person?
10. Whose camellia bushes did Jem ruin? Why?
11. As punishment for ruining the camellia bushes what did Jem do?
12. It is implied that Jem’s punishment served a purpose other than simply doing something because he ruined the camellia bushes. What is the second purpose?
13. Why does Atticus admire the neighbor whose bushes Jem had ruined?